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American companies NEED to support Welsh businesses in competition with Irish companies. Why? Very simple: China is in economic competition with America; ebay sells many Chinese products; the premier shipper for Chinese products on ebay is Speedpak Limited owned by Speedpak Group founded by Northside Partnership funded by the Irish government*.

*”Our work is funded by the Irish Government”
source: https://www.northsidepartnership.ie/about-us/

At first, I suspected that the Chinese government was subsidizing Chinese companies indirectly by providing quick and cheap shipping for Chinese products. I compared shipping costs and periods between DHL-China with Speedpak thinking that Speedpak was Chinese. I even suspected greedy American companies behind this conspiracy. But after some nominal digging, Speedpak is legitimately Irish; that’s okay isn’t it? “Entrepreneurship”, right? Wrong.

President Trump is trying his BEST to make America strong by tariffing ANY foreign products that make America weak/dependent. Speedpak is undermining those efforts, supported by the Irish government no less! The ONLY solution here is to tariff Irish products XOR, exclusive or, support companies in competition with Irish companies. Who is Ireland’s closest neighbor? Wales. Are there Welsh companies in competition with Irish companies? What do you think.

What’s good for Ireland is not necessarily good for America.